
Writing 

 During this time, you may be missing some of your friends 

from school. Write an informal letter to a special friend that 

you haven’t been able to see. What activities  have you been 

doing to  keep yourself occupied?  What are you most looking 

forward to doing together when you see your friend again? 

What makes your friend special to you?  

Check your home learning  pack for some of the  key features 

of an informal letter to help you. 

Maths 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading 

Have  a think about these questions 

and record your  answers in full 

sentences.  

Who is your favorite author and why?  

What style does the author write in? Is it always the same or 

does it change? 

What strategies does the author use to interest  and excite read-

ers? 

What makes the author stand out from others you have read? 

 

Once you have completed this have a go at the reading compre-

hension in your home learning pack . 

 

Science 

 

Think back to our Science learning this term and our trip and 

workshop to Whipsnade Zoo. Have a read of the concept car-

toon in your home learning pack. 

Do you agree or disagree with what is being said ?  Make sure 

you give reasons for your thoughts and ideas. 

Art 

Have a go at drawing your very own animated character. 

Think about your characters appearance and personality . Use 

your favorite animated characters as inspiration for your own 

designs. You can create more than one 

character if you like. Be as creative as 

possible! 

 

 

History 

Have a go at researching how people in Britain liked to 

holiday in the past. What have you found out as a histori-

cal detective? What remains the same and what has 

changed over time? Have a look at the pictures of sea-

side's from the past. to help you. 

         Year 6 Home Learning Pack Week 9 

Have  go at working out the missing numbers on the questions on 

the next page. Remember to use the inverse when you need too. 

Please be aware that the activities set are optional, open ended tasks for you to use when and if you wish. There is no expectation that all the tasks are completed. We invite 

families to pick and choose learning activities that work for them; to take a break/holiday from home learning if you wish or keep on with the routine depending on individual 

circumstances. 





 

Have a look at the checklist on 

the left. Have you included all 

these features in your informal 

letter? 



Reading: After completing the reading activity on the take home task activity sheet, 

have a go at the Reading Assessment attached–  Read the booklet carefully before  

answering the questions.  

 



Use the inverse to help you 

answer the maths questions 

on the next two pages. 







Look at this concept cartoon.  Fill in the blank speech bubble . Make sure your write down the reasons for your ideas. 



Top tip: Remember to play Maths  

Prodigy online each week and to use 

Education City.  

Spellings: Choose 5 spellings to practise each day from the 

Years 5&6 Spelling List. Remember to be as creative as you like to 

help you learn the spellings. Some of our favourite ideas are: 

-using the spellings in sentences 

-writing all the vowels (a,e,i,o,u) in a different colour 

-creating a word search or a crossword of your spelling words 


















